The political and economic landscape of world's largest economies has changed in recent years. Similar to NAFTA and Asian markets, accession of new member states to European Union (EU) presents a new challenge to guarantee sustainable and successful economic developments of all regions in EU. To facilitate the essential flow of available natural and technological resources all across Europe, the EEC Commission requires most advanced and sophisticated Intelligent Transport and Logistics solutions including, International, Transport, Warehousing and Web Logistics. The paper presents current state of the Industrial Logistics Systems in India and Japan and IRU World's Congress on Transport and Technologies of Tomorrow. The paper further discusses the issues related to new developments and research challenges the areas of future Industrial Transport, Warehousing and Web Logistics technologies. The paper also discusses the importance of Cyberspace's Quality of Service (QoS) provision in support of Industrial Logistics and Transport. The paper promotes further research and innovation in Future Cyberspace, Intelligent Logistics & Transport Systems in support of successful global markets.
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